Daisy chain wiring diagram

In electrical and electronic engineering, a daisy chain is a wiring scheme in which multiple
devices are wired together in sequence or in a ring, [1] similar to a garland of daisy flowers.
Other than a full, single loop, systems which contain internal loops cannot be called daisy
chains. The term daisy chain may refer either to large scale devices connected in series, such
as a series of power strips plugged into each other to form a single long line of strips, or to the
wiring patterns embedded inside of devices. For analog signals , connections usually consist of
a simple electrical bus and, especially in the case of a chain of many devices , may require the
use of one or more repeaters or amplifiers within the chain to counteract attenuation the natural
loss of energy in such a system. Digital signals between devices may also travel on a simple
electrical bus, in which case a bus terminator may be needed on the last device in the chain.
However, unlike analog signals, because digital signals are discrete , they may also be
electrically regenerated, but not modified, by any device in the chain. Some hardware can be
attached to a computing system in a daisy chain configuration by connecting each component
to another similar component, rather than directly to the computing system that uses the
component. Only the last component in the chain directly connects to the computing system.
For example, chaining multiple components that each have a UART port to each other. The
components must also behave cooperatively. Users can daisy chain computing sessions
together. Using services such as Telnet or SSH , the user creates a session on a second
computer via Telnet, and from the second session, Telnets to a third and so on. Another typical
example is the "terminal session inside a terminal session" using RDP. Reasons to create daisy
chains include connecting to a system on a non-routed network via a gateway system,
preserving sessions on the initial computer while working on a second computer, to save
bandwidth or improve connectivity on an unstable network by first connecting to a better
connected machine. A less wholesome purpose is camouflaging activity while engaged in
cybercrime. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. For connecting computers, see Daisy chain
network topology. For other uses, see Daisy chain disambiguation. See also: Passthrough. See
also: Jump server. Archived from the original PDF on Retrieved Technical and de facto
standards for wired computer buses. PC Card ExpressCard. Interfaces are listed by their speed
in the roughly ascending order, so the interface at the end of each section should be the fastest.
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A daisy chain connects multiple light fixtures to the same circuit. It's useful for recessed
lighting , illuminating rooms, and connecting lights to the same switch. To start, always turn off
all the electricity and confirm that no current is flowing to the room. Then pigtail new hot and
neutral wires to the original light fixtures. Run these new wires to the new light fixture and
connect them. Continue this pattern until all the lights are installed. Every day at wikiHow, we
work hard to give you access to instructions and information that will help you live a better life,
whether it's keeping you safer, healthier, or improving your well-being. Amid the current public
health and economic crises, when the world is shifting dramatically and we are all learning and
adapting to changes in daily life, people need wikiHow more than ever. Your support helps
wikiHow to create more in-depth illustrated articles and videos and to share our trusted brand of
instructional content with millions of people all over the world. Please consider making a
contribution to wikiHow today. A daisy chain connects multiple lights to the same circuit so you
can control them from one place. To work out how many lights you can daisy chain, check the
load marked underneath your light switch plate cover. Then, just divide this by the wattage of
each bulb. When you're ready to get started, you'll need to disconnect the hot and neutral wires
from each light fixture, then twist them together with your new wire. Then, you can run the wire
between each fixture to connect it them. For more tips, including how to install new light
fixtures for a daisy chain, read on! Did this summary help you? Yes No. We've been helping
billions of people around the world continue to learn, adapt, grow, and thrive for over a decade.
Every dollar contributed enables us to keep providing high-quality how-to help to people like
you. Please consider supporting our work with a contribution to wikiHow. Log in Social login
does not work in incognito and private browsers. Please log in with your username or email to
continue. No account yet? Create an account. We use cookies to make wikiHow great. By using
our site, you agree to our cookie policy. Cookie Settings. Learn why people trust wikiHow.
Download Article Explore this Article parts. Tips and Warnings. Things You'll Need. Related
Articles. Article Summary. Part 1 of All rights reserved. This image may not be used by other
entities without the express written consent of wikiHow, Inc. Get any necessary permits for

doing electrical work. If they require a permit, go through the process of obtaining it before
starting the work. Find out the load on your light switch to see how many bulbs it supports.
Wattage is the measure of electric power coming out of a switch. Unscrew the plate cover on
the wall and look at the switch. The wattage is marked on the switch. This means if you use watt
bulbs, these switches could respectively support 3, 6, and 10 bulbs. Switches also mark amps
and volts. These are different measurements. Never overload light switches. This is extremely
dangerous and will cause a fire. If you need more bulbs than the switch can support, install a
new switch first. Never work on wiring without turning off the electricity. Find the fuse box in
your home. Use this as a guide to locate the right fuse. Test the wires with a voltmeter to
confirm there is no current. Touch the black node of the voltmeter to the black wire and the red
node to the white wire. Double-check and make sure you turned off the right circuit breaker.
Part 2 of A common reason to daisy chain lights is to power more light fixtures in a room. If this
is the case, then install the new fixtures before working on the wiring. Cut through the drywall
on the ceiling or wall. Then screw the fixture housing into place. When this is complete, go on
with the wiring. Drill a hole where each fixture will be and insert a piece of wire or hangar. Feel
around for obstructions. Disconnect the hot and neutral wires from the first light fixture. Each
light fixture has a hot and neutral wire going into it. Usually, the hot wire is black and the neutral
is white. Remove the screws connecting the wires to the fixture to free them. This makes
daisy-chaining easier. To disconnect the wires, remove the wire nuts holding them together.
Then unravel the wire ends from each other. Cut the wires at this point. Do not mix up the colors
you use. Always use white wires for the neutral and black wires for the hot. Strip 1 inch 2. For
each fixture, use a white and black wire. Use a wire stripper and shave 1 inch 2. Repeat this
process for every wire you use in this job. Pigtail the wires together. Take the original hot wire
from the power source, the hot wire connected to the fixture, and the new hot wire. Twist the
ends of all 3 together. Leave the new wire free on one end so you can run it to the next light
fixture. Then cover the 3 wire tips with a wire nut. Do the same with the 3 neutral wires.
Disconnect the hot and neutral wires from the fixture. Cut another white and black wire 3 inches
7. Then pigtail those wires with the original hot and neutral ones and the ones that you're
running to the next fixture. The advantage of pigtailing is that if one light burns out, the other
lights in the chain will still work. Connecting all the wires directly to the fixture will stop the
electric current if that light burns out. Run the hot and neutral wires to the new light fixture.
Feed the wiring up and push it towards the new fixture. Then go to the other fixture and pull the
wiring out of the ceiling. Connect the hot and neutral wires to the new fixture. If this is the last
fixture in the chain, then attach the wires directly to it. Run the hot wire to the hot side and the
neutral wire to the neutral side. These are marked on most fixtures. Then wrap the wires around
the fixture screws and tighten them, completing the connection. Run the ground wire to the new
fixtures. In the original light fixture, look for a bare copper wire. This is the ground wire. Twist
another bare wire around the ground and run it to the next fixture. Hook the ground to the
fixture by wrapping it around the labeled grounding screw. Continue chaining the ground wires
to all the new fixtures you're installing. This depends on the local codes. Some local codes also
require ground wires to be joined with a nut instead of twisted together. Check the local
regulations for the correct procedure. Turn the power back on and test the chain. Go back to
your breaker box and turn the fuses back on for this room. Then turn the light switch on and see
if the lights work. If they do, then your daisy chain was successful. Make sure all the wires are in
the right spots and have a tight connection. Never troubleshoot electricity without turning the
power off again. I would like the lights in the storage area on a different switch so they don't
come on with the rest of the basement. Any suggestions? Sounds like you want storage light off
most of time, so replace fixture with one that has a switch built into it. If this local switch is off,
light will not be on. To turn it on, the other lights would need to be on. There are also automated
bulbs that can be remotely controlled. Talk to a clerk at Home Depot in electrical department for
more details. Not Helpful 0 Helpful 0. Include your email address to get a message when this
question is answered. Submit a Tip All tip submissions are carefully reviewed before being
published. Working with electricity is very dangerous. If you aren't confident that you can do
this job safely, call in a professional electrician. Helpful 0 Not Helpful 0. Related wikiHows How
to. How to. More References 5. About This Article. Co-authored by:. Co-authors: 8. Updated:
July 17, Categories: Rope Lights. Article Summary X A daisy chain connects multiple lights to
the same circuit so you can control them from one place. Thanks to all authors for creating a
page that has been read , times. Did this article help you? Cookies make wikiHow better. By
continuing to use our site, you agree to our cookie policy. Related Articles How to. By signing
up you are agreeing to receive emails according to our privacy policy. Follow Us. Ready for a
personal style upgrade? Discover your look! Take the Course. X Help us do more We've been
helping billions of people around the world continue to learn, adapt, grow, and thrive for over a

decade. Let's do this! Daisy Chain Wiring Diagram â€” wiring diagram is a simplified normal
pictorial representation of an electrical circuit. It shows the components of the circuit as
simplified shapes, and the capacity and signal connections surrounded by the devices. A wiring
diagram usually gives instruction approximately the relative twist and concurrence of devices
and terminals upon the devices, to help in building or servicing the device. A pictorial diagram
would put on an act more detail of the physical appearance, whereas a wiring diagram uses a
more figurative notation to play up interconnections beyond swine appearance. A wiring
diagram is often used to troubleshoot problems and to make definite that every the links have
been made and that whatever is present. Architectural wiring diagrams take steps the
approximate locations and interconnections of receptacles, lighting, and steadfast electrical
facilities in a building. Interconnecting wire routes may be shown approximately, where
particular receptacles or fixtures must be upon a common circuit. Wiring diagrams use normal
symbols for wiring devices, usually interchange from those used upon schematic diagrams. The
electrical symbols not forlorn decree where something is to be installed, but plus what type of
device is subconscious installed. For example, a surface ceiling lighthearted is shown by one
symbol, a recessed ceiling roomy has a exchange symbol, and a surface fluorescent blithe has
unusual symbol. Each type of switch has a alternative symbol and in view of that accomplish
the various outlets. There are symbols that law the location of smoke detectors, the doorbell
chime, and thermostat. A set of wiring diagrams may be required by the electrical inspection
authority to take up connection of the dwelling to the public electrical supply system. Wiring
diagrams will as well as total panel schedules for circuit breaker panelboards, and riser
diagrams for special facilities such as fire alarm or closed circuit television or supplementary
special services. Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function
properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and security
features of the website. These cookies do not store any personal information. Any cookies that
may not be particularly necessary for the website to function and is used specifically to collect
user personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary
cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running these cookies on your
website. This website uses cookies to improve your experience. We'll assume you're ok with
this, but you can opt-out if you wish. Accept Reject Read More. Close Privacy Overview This
website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out
of these, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are
essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies
that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in
your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But
opting out of some of these cookies may affect your browsing experience. Necessary
Necessary. Non-necessary Non-necessary. InspectAPedia tolerates no conflicts of interest. We
have no relationship with advertisers, products, or services discussed at this website. How to
wire up an electrical receptacle in one of two methods: parallel or in series or "daisy-chained"
and the difference between the two. Here we compare wiring an electrical receptacle in series or
"daisy chained" the most-common practice with wiring receptacles in parallel on an electrical
circuit. Wiring in parallel gives greater reliability to the devices on the electrical circuit, but
larger electrical boxes and more wiring connections are required. In this article series we
illustrate basic connections seen in the field for the black, white neutral or grounded conductor
, and ground wire when hooking up an electrical receptacle wall plug or "outlet". Watch out :
mis-wired electrical receptacles are dangerous. Electrical wiring should be performed by a
licensed, trained electrician and should comply with the National Electrical Code and local
regulations. This article series describes how to choose, locate, and wire an electrical
receptacle in a home. In our photograph of the back of an older electrical receptacle synonyms
used by normal people include "outlet" or "wall plug" , this back-wired receptacle illustrates
wiring electrical receptacles in series or "daisy-chained". Black wires are connected to the
brass or gold colored terminals or screw or to the terminals marked "Black" or "Hot". Technical
note: Having nothing to do with daisy-chaining or not, back-wiring, as shown in our photo
above, is an accepted wiring practice, though on newer receptacles and in my opinion better
workmanship jobs you will see the wire connections made at screws or screw clamps more
often than in simple push-in backwired connections. Watch out : we do not recommend
back-wiring receptacles that use only a spring-clip type wire connector. Those connections are
not in our opinion reliable nor safe. As we illustrate with the red "wire" in our photo below,
electrical power flows from the incoming "hot" wire at Receptacle 1 through the receptacle
internal parts the brass screws and copper connector strap and onwards to the brass screws
and copper connector strap of receptacle 2. Should an individual electrical receptacle or
"outlet" fail or lose one of its connections such that it loses power, all of the electrical

receptacles on the downstream side of the circuit will also lose power. Note that power to the
downstream daisy-chained or "in series-wired" receptacles flows through wires and connectors
and not through devices that are plugged-into the receptacles themselves. Ground connections
on daisy-chained receptacles : Notice that only the hot and neutral wires are daisy-chained
through the receptacle's screws and copper strap. The electrical ground connection for the
receptacle is connected to a the circuit ground single ground screw on the device, and of
course if a metal electrical box is used, an additional ground-wire is connected from the circuit
ground to the metal box as well. The fact that the diasy-chain or "in series" electrical receptacle
wiring method requires fewer connectors and wires than the "parallel" wiring method described
next may explain why this is the most-common method of electrical receptacle wiring that we
find in homes. Photo: this reader-provided illustration shows how an electrical receptacle might
be wired in parallel to the circuit. Using twist-on connectors and pigtail wires the receptacle's
neutral and hot terminals are connected to the circuits hot and neutral wires. In some
jurisdictions electricians prefer to not "daisy chain" receptacles in the same box together by
using the second pair of screws on each one. Rather the circuit enters the box and using
twist-on connectors, short pig-tail wires are connected to each receptacle at the proper screws.
This approach requires a larger electrical box as it will contain more connections, connectors,
and so needs more room. When wired in parallel as shown in the photo above, should an
individual electrical receptacle or "outlet" fail or lose one of its connections such that it loses
power, the rest of the circuit remains "live". Ground wires: 4 bare copper wires ground in,
ground out, ground to receptacle, and a ground to the metal electrical box if the box is metal
rather than plastic. Watch out : when converting from device-wired to a parallel-wired electrical
circuit in a string of receptacles, you may not be permited use this pigtailing method unless the
electrical box size is of sufficient cubic inches to contain the additional wires and connectors. In
the illustration of parallel wiring of an electrical receptacle shown above we have. Using NEC
box sizing rules that's a total of 7 14 wires. Assuming the circuit we show is a 15A circuit using
14 wire, the U. NEC requires 2 cubic inches per conductor. The box must be 2cu. If you need
more space than the present box allows, it may be possible to expand the existing box by
adding a "side car" extension described in the article cited just above and illustrated in our
photo. That's a heck of a lot easier than pulling the whole existing box and wall apart to replace
it with a deeper or wider box. The photo shows a ground fault circuit-interruptor receptacle that
has been back-wired using push-in connectors, and that is wired in the "daisy chain" or "in
series" method described above. The outgoing or downstream or LOAD white neutral and black
hot wires are in the top area of the photo. On by mod - a failure in a paralell-wired receptacle
doesn't kill power to the downstream devices. In the article above I have included text that
explains that the current flows from the incoming hot wire through the coppet connector on the.
Receptacle, Through its copper strip, and out the downstream or outgoing terminal and Hotwire
, and of course the same on the neutral side of the receptacle perhaps I shoot out of illustration
or two that make that more evident. Of course you are right that breaking the or neutral path
anywhere in the circuit drops power to the devices downstream. The distinction between
daisy-chained and in-parallel receptacle wiring is that for an in-parallel receptacle system a
failure at the receptacle itself doesn't kill the rest of the circuit. When receptacles are wired in
parallel, even if an individual electrical receptacle is damage such that it no longer carries
current, the remaining receptacles in the string will have power. When receptacles are wired in
series or "daisy chained" through the receptacles's connectors hot in, hot out, etc , then if the
receptacle is damaged such that current no longer flows through its copper side straps on its
hot and neutral sides, then all of the receptacles downstream from this point will also lose
power. I have reviewed and edited the article text to see if I can make it more clear. I appreciate
your comment and welcome any further suggestions that help make clear the distinction
between "in-series" or "daisy-chained" electrical receptacles and those wired "in parallel". On
by Alex - I believe that this article uses the term "series" oddly. I believe that this article uses
the term "series" oddly. If the receptacles were truly in series you would have to have
something plugged into the 1st receptacle in order to have the 2nd one receive power and you
would see a voltage drop in downstream receptacles. For example, you wouldn't get V if you
have something plugged in earlier in your series. When you are saying 'in series' you really just
mean that you are using the receptacle as the connector. Inside the receptacle the Line and
Load are connected permanently - you don't have to have something plugged in to complete the
connection. At least that's how I understand it. Let me know if I got something wrong here. Jim:
The undelrying concern is crowding and its effects that include both heat and mechanical
stress that can actually loosen electrical connections that are jammed into too-small a space.
You may have experienced, as have I, what happens when we try to push too many wires and
connectors back into a too-small electrical box and then try to shove in the receptacle or

switch: one or more connectors bends and comes loose, either totally loose so as to open the
connection, or just slightly loose so as to cause arcing and ultimately overheating. The question
is: do we or do we not count the device in calculating box size? Where Don commented that we
do not, his comment still seems to miscalculate. Assuming he is correct, we would have 6 hot
and neutral wires, 1 for all ground wires, and 2 for the device, a total of 9 volume allowances,
not 7. What is the correct answer here? On by mod - Is it acceptable to wire receptacles in both
parallel and in series on the same circuit? Jim That's a very interesting question and I haven't
seen it dealt with in electrical forms. I don't see a technical issue except that you need to be
sure that you're not overloading the circuit. About Dennis remark, we replied in more detail now
found in the article above. It does make a difference how the devices are wired, particularly
where a shared neutral is involved as that can cause trouble on both GFCI and AFCI circuits. Is
it acceptable to wire receptacles in both parallel and in series on the same circuit? I would like
to branch out into a wall of serial receptacles, then continue from the originating receptacle box,
wired in parallel, until I may reach another branch wall to wire serially, then on from that
junction receptacle, finally ending in series, to avoid doubling back from the farthest receptacle
on each branch wall. Btw I did not see a comment near the end of your article addressing
Dennis' question whether to count the yoke as two conductors; I have read that in places. On by
Don - pigtails used in parallel receptacle wiring don't add to box size required. I believe the
pigtails are not counted as they originate in the box and don't leave it. So, 2 less wire
allowances. On - by mod - what's really the difference between receptacles wired in series vs in
parallel. Dennis Thank you for your comment. Let me elaborate slightly and let's see if we can
clarify the article above on this page to make more sense. When electrical receptacles are wired
in series as described above on this page, then a failure in any connector at the electrical
receptacle will result in loss of power not just at that receptacle but in all of the ones that are
logically or electrically Downstream from that point. However if the electrician wires the
electrical receptacles in paralle l, then even if a connection at an individual electrical receptacle
itself anywhere in that series should fail, the circuit remains active and the other electrical
receptacles on the circuit will retain power. So you can see that "in parallel" and
"daisy-chaining" or "in-series" wired receptacles are not equivalent. In my experience, even
though there are some advantages to wiring in parallel, I rarely see that done in residential
electrical wiring. I think the reason is that there is more labor involved and there are more wires
and connectors in the electrical box which can result in crowding if the box is not large enough.
I will welcome your further comments, criticism, or suggestions. On by Dennis - Seems odd to
me to use the terms "parallel" and "series". In the one called "parallel" the junction point is
inside of a wire nut. But electrically speaking both methods are parallel. Just because part of
the conduction path is through the metal portion of the receptacle does not make it a series
connection. It is still parallel, so not really a good choice of terms to call the two methods series
or parallel.. Casey Thank you for the follow-up it would be helpful to other readers. It's also
worth noting that we run into the same problem of shared neutral wires on a fci's or arc fault
circuit interrupters causing malfunctions. So those too should have their own separate neutral
circuit. Thank you for your prompt response. I will now add circuit numbers, as you suggest, for
the benefit of the next unsuspecting person who works on this installation. Casey Thank you for
the interesting question. I haven't seen a standard for keeping neutral wires separately
identified through a conduit. If I were doing it I would simply tape little numbers on each end
and each electrical box or junction box where they appear. You've probably seen that you can
purchase a little notebook of wire identification letters and numbers that are quite convenient,
small and clearly printed and durable. An example of a product that I've used for many years is
the. I have two GFI protected circuits distributed in the same conduit runs. The neutrals need to
be kept independent for the GFI sampling to operate correctly. I have tried to install the new
outlet, using the screws as recommended, rather than the stab connections, and cannot make
the top half work on the switch. I tried with the tabs in place, one tab removed and both tabs
removed. How to I make the switch work? You can break apart the tab on the white wire neutral
side but those connections are going to be made common by a splice in the electrical box
anyway. One goes to the lower "always on" half of the receptacle line in screw while the other
connects to a wire leading to the receptacle switch. The return wire from that switch then
connects to the line-in or black wire or gold-colored screw on the receptacle. I am an apprentice
in house wiring I wired a four plate stove like this: I installed 30A circuit breaker in the
consumer unit and ran wires to the kitchen where I connected the wires coming from the
breaker box to the line input an I connected the load to the stove I used 2. I tested the it and is
working but now my question is did I do it right? Is there a negative impact the wire size will
have in future? James you don't identify your country nor voltage levels. Typically an electric
stove is wired on a VV circuit, sometimes depending on stove design, some burners may use

always or part time just one V leg. I'm not quite clear on what you did. Did the 4-plate electric
stove come with wiring instructions and a wiring diagram? And to be familiar with the national
electrical code. We do, however, often include photographs of as-is wiring as important
illustrations of what's found in the real world - in the field. Showing what people actually do,
right and wrong, can be useful. While we regret that you might be embarrassed, explicit,
technical comment would be more helpful than shame tossed over the electronic-wall. NEC
Referring readers to a mere paragraph number that points to lengthy electrical code
specification without any specifics is not helpful. Try the search box just below, or if you prefer,
post a question or comment in the Comments box below and we will respond promptly. Note:
appearance of your Comment below may be delayed: if your comment contains an image, web
link, or text that looks to the software as if it might be a web link, your posting will appear after it
has been approved by a moderator. Apologies for the delay. Just ask us! Search the
InspectApedia website. Comment Form is loading comments Hemm is a professional electrical
inspector in Yucala, CA. He is also a contributor to InspectApedia. Contact Mr. Cranor at or by
Email: johncranor verizon. Paul, Minnesota Tel: Email: info carsondunlop. Carson Dunlop
Associates' provides extensive home inspection education and report writing material. The text
is intended as a reference guide to help building owners operate and maintain their home
effectively. Field inspection worksheets are included at the back of the volume. You are viewing
all articles in Layout Power and Wiring including subcategories. To further filter by subcategory,
select from below. DCC Automatic Reversing SectionsVirtually all automatic reversing will fall
into 3 categories with the wiring principles for all being the same Reverse Loops2.
TurntablesDCC has the ability to automatically reverse sections of track we call Reversing
Sections while our trains are running and not affect the direction or speed of the trains. This is
because we put a constant square wave AC current on the track and control the trains locos by
sending messages to them actually to receivers we call decoders to tell them what to do such
as start, stop, change directions, etc. We are thus Most regular DC train control packs do not
have enough power to supply the full power potential of the a 5 or 8 amp booster, since they
were designed to only run 1 locomotive in a blocked system. Check with your local Digitrax
dealer to see which transformers are available. The term smooth DC is used to describe the
power provided to the layout by conventional model railroad power packs analog transformers.
Traditional model railroad power packs convert household line current into volt current to
power your model railroad. Voltage is supplied to the track, and as the voltage increases, the
speed of the locomotive's motor increases, which makes it run down the tracks at faster
speeds. Some power packs put out only AC alternating current , while others put out DC direct
current and AC for accessories such as track switches and building lights. AC powered trains
tend to Connecting wires securely to this connector requires soldering skills. For connections
to the 44 pin connector, Digitrax recommends using 16 gauge stranded wire. For all other
soldering connections, Digitrax recommends 14 gauge AWI stranded wire for electrical
connections on your railroad. Use individual short lengths of 16 gauge wire to connect to the 44
pin connector. Strip and tin both ends of the wire. Bend one end into This book was first
published in and has been reprinted several times. A classic bowl of spaghetti, the Transbay
Interwoven has two reversing loops and a turntable. DC Control For DC operation, Atlas
specified three Atlas Controllers for the reverse loops and the turntable , two Atlas Selectors to
control eight track segments and ten controllers for the railroad's turnouts. It includes a
reversing section which can be controlled with a Digitrax AR1. DC Control For DC operation,
Atlas specified an Atlas Controller for the reverse loop , two Atlas Selectors to control eight
track segments and seven controllers for the railroad's turnouts. Because each locomotive has
a unique address, the section insulated gaps and the two Selectors are not necessary. Likewise,
the Controller is replaced with the AR Alert readers will note that the tracks I'm trying to
reconnect the bus feeders to the rails, which all worked properly before the split. Now when I
reconnect the feeders there is no short indication, BUT when a loco goes over the insulated gap
between the two sections, a short occurs. Is this required by Digitrax? Q: What is a
programming track? Sometimes it is called the service mode track or service mode
programming track. The programming track can be completely separate from the rest of the
layout or can be isolated by double gapping and using an electrical switch to allow locos to
move from the programming track to the mainline before and after programming. One major
consideration is that the reverse section controlled by the AR1 must be longer than the longest
train. It is a common misconception that the AR1 will work with an analog controlled "DC"
locomotive; it will not. The AR1 coordinates the phasing of the reversing section with that of the
mainline non-reversing section of the layout. Because a Digitrax layout can be a complex
enviroment with detection and transponding, etc. Adding UR92s will provide better signal
coverage for complex layouts. If you are adding more than one UR92, be sure to connect all of

the units before changing the Duplex Group name or channel number or you will have the units
automatically re-negotiate these values with each addition. Add the UR92 s to your LocoNet.
See UR92 Installation articles, below. This forces all the UR92s to automatically negotiate a
common and permanent single Duplex Group name and channel number. The UR92 is simple to
install and begin using in your new or current layout. Some layouts may require additional
UR92s for adequate signal coverage. Connect the UR92 to your working LocoNet Kato makes a
Unitrack double-crossover, their No. If you are wiring the DS51K1 internally to this track
segment, it is easiest to program each turnout pair to the same address; done this way,
activating one track switch address will result in the Q: I want to use the AR1 for a reverse loop
between two different power districts i. Is this possible or do I need to make a special wiring
set-up to do this? SThis diagram shows how to do this The usual rules apply, the AR1 track
section must be longer than the longest train you will run. The Kelana Jaya Rail Line model is a
DCC intense layout, using many Digitrax command control components to achieve the goal of
training operators of the actual rail line. The railroad was built in the 's and many of the Digitrax
devices used for the Kelana Jaya Rail Line model have been superseded with improved units.
The BDL can be used as an autoreversing unit for return loops. One of the BDL Detection
Sections is connected to the non-reversing area, with the balance of the detection connections
being made within the reversing area. Here is a wiring example: Note that an auto-reverse
section can only use detection sections that are contained in a BDL zone that is correctly set up
for auto-reversing. Check to make sure not wires are touching adjacent pins. Follow the wiring
diagram closely. Multiple BDL units can be supplied by a single shared supply Direct Home
Layout Wiring Digitrax strongly recommends direct home wiring where each power district and
its booster are electrically isolated. This method of wiring has safety advantages and makes
troubleshooting problems easier. In addition, direct home wiring makes detection work more
prototypically. With direct home wiring, the BDL can determine and indicate whether any of its 4
zones is powered or not possibly short-circuited even when there is nothing on the rails in the
detection sections. The BDL factory-set logic causes the detection sections to show "occupied"
if the associated zone's power is off because in this case, detection is If a train is detected, then
the signal system goes into action, setting up indications that let show that the track section is
occupied and warn other trains that the section is occupied. At a grade crossing where a
railroad and a highway intersect, the presence of a train starts the crossing signals and lowers
the gates in time to stop highway traffic so the train can pass. In the case of real railroads,
detection is easy, since the rails are naturally insulated from each other and either a locomotive
or Is it possible to connect my BDL across two power districts Boosters. Will this work? Each
Zone can support up to four detection sections. How can I connect my PR3 programming output
to an existing programming track on my layout that is already set up for programming and
mainline operations? The following schematic allows a single section of track to be fed by the
rail output of a command station, the programming track output of a command station, and the
programming output of a PR3. To add other third party decoder SW01 to SW08 are inputs that
allow a local switch mounted on the layout to operate the slow motion turnout machine. SW02
controls local turnout 2 , etc. This local control can be disconnected by setting OpSw 15 to
closed, in The Nemo Junction module has a total of seven color light signals that regulate the
flow of train traffic through this interlocking plant. Each signal is operated via switch commands
from the Zephyr. Each signal head can display 4 lighting I was wondering where would you
suggest I wire the AR1. We remember this layout design, if for no other reason than its
ingenious complexity. This book was yet another collaboration between the late John
Armstrong and illustrator Thaddeus Tad Stepek. This railroad must have required a certain level
of dexterity by the operator since the reversing segment is actually two different return It's an
electrical switch; double pole - double throw DPDT. Analog OperationsIn the early days of Direct
Current model railroading, reverse loops had to be controlled by hand, and the DPDT was
perfect for the job. The DPDT was wired in such a way The LT5 diagram was incorrect. This
article shows the correct LT5 Detection Sections. The status of power to each zone is also
shown. In service, the LT5 is plugged in to one of Connecting a turntable to a DCC model
railroad is easy. Each of the tracks approaching the rotating turntable bridge should be wired
with the same orientation. The power feeds through a pair of conductive rings to a pair of
electrically conductive brushes that are wired to the rails of the turntable bridge. Some turntable
designs have a "split-ring" electrical pickup, where the two electrical contacts that power the
two rails on the Although this is a simple railroad, it will have some advanced features. When
the railroad's sectional modules are first assembled, the electrical connections are simple. One
section of the PM42 will control the inner oval of track, a second section of the PM42 will control
the outer segment. This is done so that if a train derails on one loop, the train operation on the
other loop will not be affected. Because the DCS50 is rated at 2. Occupancy reporting can be

turned off by changing OpSw 13 to closed. The sound is coming through. However when I turn
the knob there is no response. I'm looking to wire Tortoise switch machines on a DS When the
track switch is thrown I want to power 1 color light non-LED. When the track switch is closed,
power a different colored light. Is this possible using the DS64 inputs or the Tortoise
connections? The DS64 does not have separate connections for indicator lights for trackside or
for a control panel. However, indicator lights can still wired to work with the DS Tortoise or
other slow motion swith machines can be wired in two different ways. Q: How do I use the AR1
and automatically control the turnout? I'm confused here. It is good that the AR1 controls the
switching of the track power for a reverse loop automatically but it seems the turn out direction
also needs auto control. Am I missing something here? Need help understanding Please
explain. A: The AR1 is handles correcting the track polarity mismatch when a reversing section
is encountered by a locomotive. When the polarity inside the reverse section does not match
the polarity outside the reverse section, the AR1 detects the short circuit and flips the polarity
so that Q: I am building a new DCC layout that will include a logging spur that is simply a single
long piece of track with no loop. I want to have a train go back and forth on this track which
automatically reverses when it gets to each end. While the AR1 was designed for reversing
loops, can it be wired to simply reverse a train on a straight piece of track? One of the
interesting problems with DCC is that we often still think in terms of DC, where the track polarity
The DS64 is a powerful stationary decoder that can be used to control different devices on your
railroad. It can be used on both command control and analog model railroads. The installation
instructions indicate that a PS14 be used to power the PM Is it necessary that I cut the wire from
the PS14 so that is can be attached it to the pin connector, or is there a male adapter available
for the connection? Yes, currently you will need to cut the wire, strip the ends and solder them
to the edge connector of the PM Please see the related articles below. Which lead from the PS14
is to be soldered to terminal 3 on the pin connector and which is to be soldered to terminal C?
The PM If you have more than one reverse loop, then the PM42 is a better choice. These
automatic reversing strategies will work equally well for any Digitrax system using any Digitrax
Starter Set. Alternately for larger railroads, an auto reversing booster such as the DB can be
used for automatic reversing if the section is large. Trains run on two rail track. When a train
needs to change to a different or diverging track a track feature called a turnout, switch, track
switch, points, frog or other name comes in to play. The function of this track feature is to move
the rails so that the train can change tracks. When the turnout is "closed" the train will go
straight through and when it is "thrown" it will go on the diverging track. Railroad employees in
North America call this track feature a switch. They call the moving parts of the switch the
points. There are two jumpers on the DS52 stationary decoder board. To properly use your
DS52 you must be sure these jumpers are in the correct position. The configuration jumper sets
whether your DS52 operates slow motion or solenoid type turnout machines. When the jumper
is open it will run solenoid turnout machines. When it is closed it will operate slow motion
turnout machines. The programming jumper determines whether the DS52 is in programming
mode or not. To program the addresses for the DS52 the program jumper must be closed. For
normal operation, it must be open. They should not be used to connect to other LocoNet
devices. The jacks on the back of these units are LocoNet Jacks that are used for connecting
LocoNet devices to the network. Technically speaking! This means that some cable orientations
and power loads could cause unexpected operations in downstream LocoNet devices In earlier
generations of model railroading, the reverse loop reversing section was the bane of many
model railroaders. As the rails of a track come back upon themselves, an electrical short circuit
is created. In the analog control world, the solution is to use toggle switches and special wiring
to allow the locomotive to move on to the next block. Electromechanical solutions relying on
relays and track detectors can also be used to automate reversing on an analog layout. The wye
is another example of a reversing section on a layout. One of the advantages of digital
command control is If you want to change the address or other settings of your locomotive
decoders, you must set up a programming track. It is very important that the rest of your
railroad can be isolated from the DB and the programming track when you are programming a
locomotive. Decoders are programmed when the DB command station sends programming
information to them through the rails. There are two basic ways of programming decoders.
Service mode programming broadcasts a message to all DCC equipped locos that are on the
track. Because this is a broadcast method, you will need to set up a Kato and Digitrax
recommend the best DCC performance with the Unitrack turnout requires that you set each 4
turnout to "Non-power-routing". To run trains, you will need to turn on the track power. The
actual track voltage supplied by the DB can be adjusted. To do this, you must open the DB case
this will not void your warranty. Open the DB case. Remove the black screws on the top and
bottom of the case and slide the gray front panel off. Be careful to avoid disturbing components

other than the ones described below. Use a small screwdriver to turn the potentiometer
clockwise to increase the scale voltage setting. Turn it counter clockwise to decrease the Kato
Unitrack compatible bi-polar drive. DCC compatible. They said you will need the power when
you start expanding. Question:Is it ok to use the 8 amp version for my HO layout? Answer:Yes it
is fine to use 8 amp Digitrax boosters on your HO layout. If the DB unit shuts down occasionally
due to a track short circuit: 1. Correct the short circuit condition and the booster will resume
normal operation. Turning off the booster when a short occurs is not necessary since it will
re-start automatically when the short is cleared. If the DB unit shuts down frequently: 1. Move
the DB so that the heat sink has a flow of cool air. Place the DB out of direct radiant heat like
sunshine or a room heater. Try direct cooling by using a small fan to blow air onto the heat
Power Management is a concern on every layout. With Digital Command Control, the main
concern is that enough power is supplied to evey track section on the layout so that the digital
signal is transmitted to the decoders in the locomotives and turnouts. Each locomotive uses
power from the track, some for the motor, some for headlights and other functions and some for
the command control electronics in each locomotive. More electrical power is necessary to run
more locomotives on the layout. Digitrax boosters provide between 2. In order to simplify our
wiring diagrams, instruction sheets and general model railroad wiring, the following wire colors
are suggested for wiring layouts and accessories. What is the difference between boosters and
power management? A Booster is the device that provides the electrical power to the railroad.
Most Digitrax command stations have a combined booster. The command station generates the
DCC signal then sends it through a booster to the layout. A small model railroad may only have
the command station and booster, while a large railroad will have numerous boosters. Multiple
boosters provide more power to larger layouts. Power management usually refers to the
devices which act as circuit breakers and power distributors. Can I use the DS64 to power frogs
in Atlas turnouts with solenoid code 83 type switch machines? No, the DS64 does not have
internal contacts to provide power to the frogs. This could be done by using a switch machine
with its own contacts; these have been made by NJ International, Tenshodo, PFM and others.
The Snap Relay is a solenoid device like the switch machine, but instead of throwing the
turnout, it throws a set of electrical contacts. The relay is wired in parallel to the switch
machine, This is a small layout design 5X9 and looking to make it as simple and safe as
possible. This is really a question of how much power your railroad requires. You don't state
what scale you are operating in, so a 5x9 in H0 might only have three or four locomotives, while
a 5x9 in N-Scale might have fifteen or twenty locomotives. Initially, you will be making an
estimation based upon your power requirements and the output power of the 2. Kato
recommends, and Digitrax concurs, that the best DCC performance with the Unitrack turnout
requires that you set each turnout to "Non-power-routing". Kato has offered a variety of
turnouts in their H0 Unitrack line. Does it need an autoreversing unit or not? The Atlas H0
turntable is an evergreen for the model railroad hobby. It was easy to install and simple to wire,
making it quite popular. Power is fed to the turntable bridge by connecting the track power
feeds black and red individually to two screw terminals; these terminals are built into the
portion of the Atlas turntable base which also includes the turntable manual crank handle. The
turntable itself is The slip switch is a track element that has both a crossing at grade and also a
set of movable points which allow trains to both cross another track and also change track. The
Crossing The crossing allows tracks to cross each other at grade. The Slip SwitchThe more
complex slip switch allows trains to both cross and to change tracks: In the schematic below,
you will note that the slip switch is more compact than ordinary turnouts. As a result, they are
often found in high track density areas such as passenger terminals, where space is at a
premium. Q: If my layout is experiencing short because of a thrown switch, how can you reset
the switch using DCC? Many Digitrax operators use the PM42 Power Manager, which provides
protection to four power sub-districts. One segment of the PM42 is used to control track switch
power, with the balance being used for train power. When the inevitable happens and a train
runs into a thrown switch, resulting in a short, the PM42 shuts down the track power in that
segment, while the track switch power is maintained, allowing you to throw the offending
switch. Because the PM42 isolates only One of the basic problems encountered with command
control systems is when things simply are not working. Even after vigorous exhortation on your
part, and perhaps even some enthusiastic train table banging, nothing is running. At this point,
it is time to gather your wits and your patience for a debugging session. The first step to
determining how to proceed is to determine if the problem with the electronics or with the
layout? The tendency is to blame the electronics, after all it is a black box. But don't jump to
conclusions so quickly! Be patient and follow the Try direct cooling by using a small fan to blow
cool air onto the heat sink. Lower the track load current. Reduce the input voltage from the
transformer. To solve this problem, Can the DS52 be powered directly from a To adjust the track

voltage, you must open the DB case this will not void your warranty. Remove the two screws on
the top and bottom of each side of the case. Slide the gray front panel off the DB Use a small
screwdriver to turn the Digitrax boosters have maximum output current limits of either 5 or 8
amps. The actual continuous output current that your booster will provide to the layout depends
on several factors including the input supply voltage, the ambient room temperature and air
flow over the booster's heat sink. Higher input voltages increase the amount of heat that must
be dissipated by the booster's heat sink. If the heat sink does not get enough air flow to allow
for heat dissipation, the booster will eventually reach an over temperature state and shut down.
A small fan blowing across the heat sink on The LocoNet cable is used only for LocoNet
commands. It is also possible for the DS64 to get it's power from the track hooked to Trk A and
Trk B terminals, but experience has proven that this power source may not be reliable in certain
situations. NOTE: Use only the rear power jack or Programming is the process of setting the
configuration variables CVs in your decoder to the appropriate values that will make the
locomotive perform the way you want it to. The first CVs that most people change are those that
set the locomotive decoder's address. Once you add a second locomotive, you will want to
change the this new locomotive to another address. Not doing so will result in both locomotives
operating at the same time when you send commands to address Likewise, there are a What's
the best method to handle structure and street lighting with a DCC layout? If I put in bus wiring
for my lighting can it interfere with the DCC signal? Unless you have stationary decoders that
control the structure and street lights, there is no need for connecting these lights to your DCC
wiring. In fact, doing so will add additional power consumption without any of the advantages of
command control. These additional power consumers take away available power for your
locomotives, controlled cars and stationary decoders. Should I use a completely different power
source like an old power pack? The PR3 is so designed so that it can be configured to act as a
stand alone LocoNet controller in the event that a Digitrax command station is unavailable for
the control of a series of LocoNet compatible devices. There are two major situations that would
require the PR3 to act as a stand alone LocoNet controller. The first situation is where one of
the many advanced features offered by the LocoNet and the various LocoNet compatible
devices is desired to be used on a layout We have a number of customers who are running
Digitrax alongside their existing block detection circuitry. There are numerous block detection
schemes and circuits, and we cannot cover all the variations here. Generally, it is necessary to
isolate the block detector power supply and ground system of your existing block detector
system from that of the Digital boosters. The most common detectors use "back to back" high
current diodes to sense block current-draw. Detectors with "opto-isolated" or relay outputs will
generally have no problem sensing current draw of a loco, etc. In the model railroad
environment, we often use the word turnout to avoid confusion with the electrical term "switch".
On the railroad, throwing a switch usually only means one thing, while "Throw the switch" on a
model railroad could mean operating a light switch. Probably the best answer is to consistently
use one type of turnout. In the end, which turnout Unplug the wire harness from the LT1. Plug
one end of the LocoNet cable you want to test into the LT1. Note: When making your own
LocoNet Cables, it is important to make them in a consistent manner. At Digitrax, the white wire
is always on the right side of the plug when the plug is viewed with the clip at the top. Be sure
you have at least one Digitrax throttle plugged in Previously, we have recommended RJ12
connectors for LocoNet cables. While there have been online sources such as Digi-Key, Mouser
and others, they have become harder to find locally. There now appears to be a easily available
alternative. These must not be confused with four conductor connectors since LocoNet has six
conductors. You will need the connectors, the six-wire flat cable and a crimping tool. I'm
helping a friend rewire an existing layout from analog to digital. You might be familiar with the
layout, it is the original Clinchfield layout that Model Railroader built back in the late seventies,
believe it or not. The layout, of course, is blocked for analog through DPDT switches which have
been eliminated. I was able to repair the wiring back to original using the drawings that MR
printed. The layout uses common rail wiring, this is what I have to work with, and to rewire
using home run wiring would be a MAJOR rework, not doable. I was able The UP5 Universal
Panel is designed for mounting on the fascia board of the layout. Cut a hole approximately 2.
Insert the UP5 through the hole with the face plate on the front of the fascia board. Attach the
UP5 face plate to the fascia board with four 6 screws. Note: The UP5 uses the black screws to
mount the front fascia plate. The UP5 is shipped as a kit that must be assembled. You will need
to attach the front panel to the circuit board using the screws provided as shown below before
installing the entire unit on your layout. If your front panel does not fit at a "perfect" 90 degree
angle to the circuit board, this is will not affect the functionality of the unit. Make sure to line up
the Track Braking sections are sections of track which will cause a DCC equipped locomotive to
stop automatically. The simplest way to do this is to set up a track section where the power is

turned off. This has two disadvantages. First, since there is no power, the locomotive lights will
be off when the train is stopped in the section. Second, the lead loco in a consist stops as soon
as it hits the dead section. Other locos in the consist will push the dead loco forward. In a long
consist, you could get a situation where the last loco in Can I combine the power input
requirements for PM42's with other units for economy? Digitrax recommends each PM42
module to have its own seperate power source. The criteria for choosing a power supply for the
PM42 is any power source that can deliver V AC or It is possible to power more than one PM42
from a single power source. When powering multiple PM42's special care must be taken to
insure identically phasing of all PM42's and ample current availability to power all The most
common problems on the layout that will impact your DCC system are electrical short circuits. If
you find that you cannot get the Track Status light on your command station to come up, or
there are numerous beeps from the booster, then disconnect one of the Rails from the booster
and the problem should be apparent. There is an electrical short in your layout wiring. The
quarter test is the BEST diagnostic tool that you have! This track has both rails insulated from
the rest of the railroad. When the toggle switch is set in one direction, the track has DCC power
on it. When the toggle switch is aligned in the other direction, the track is now connected to the
programming terminals As it turned out, the cozy corner space for the Zephyr turned out later to
be a bit too cozy. The railroad uses a DCS50 Zephyr as its command station and booster. The
Zephyr is connected to a central power bus, and all tracks, stationary turnout decoders and the
automated reverse loop unit are connected to it. Likewise, the LocoNet connections are a series
of simple cable connections starting at the Zephyr and ending at the last Universal Panel. The
automated features of the AR-1 make for seamless train movements, but an issue quickly arose.
Because a reverse loop in a traditional DC-powered model railroad environment required
manual operation, the track insulating gaps for the loop were usually located for the
convenience of the operators. So the track gaps of the original track plan were situated to keep
this inconvenience to a minimum. Note also all Initially, seeing all these wires can be
intimidating, but as you will note, they have been grouped and bundled so that identifying the
individual wires is easy. There are two groups of wires under the railroad; one group, the power
bus, delivers power to the tracks and to the stationary decoders that operate the track switches.
The other group of wires is the black cable for LocoNet and Good DCC practice means good
planning for the electrical needs of the railroad. Zephyr has 10 "slots", memory locations in the
command station each holding an active decoder address. Rated at 2. In addition to the
locomotive address, there are different Configuration Variables CV's that have been defined to
handle many characteristics you might want to use for your locomotives. These include
operational characteristics such as acceleration, headlight functions and others. The manual for
each decoder type has a complete listing of CVs that are available in specific decoders, what
they do and the suggested values for each CV. Simpler decoders have few CVs while advanced
decoders may have many different CVs 1. Place the decoder equipped locomotive you want to
program on the programming track If you are using operations mode With this section, we will
talk about the practical realities of building a model railroad with DCC. We chose Dallas, Texas
as our locale, in part because so many great model railroaders came from Dallas, names that
may not be familiar to you but people who helped make the hobby into what it is today. Texas is
big; any Texan will tell you so. But even when allowing for Texan pride, the ordinary outsider
develops an appreciation for Texas size. From the piney woods of Lufkin in the east to the
rough mountains of Big Bend, from the high plains Fortunately, most DCC railroad wiring is
very simple and easy to install. One critical point for any DCC system is power consumption,
how much power an individual Booster is able to deliver. The available power is measured in
terms of Amperes or Amps. The higher the Amp rating, the more power is available to run your
layout. Amps have often been compared to water pressure in a pipe. When the pressure is low,
turning on one faucet will draw from that water pressure. As more faucets are opened, the water
flow from each faucet drops. One solution is to turn off An important series of developments in
model railroading have taken place that makes it much easier to enter the hobby and enjoy it
right away. DCC is part of that process since it makes it easier to handle the train operation
aspects of the hobby. Other improvements have been the ready availability of correctly
decorated locomotives and cars, scenery systems such, and, most importantly of all, advanced
track systems. Everything just clicks together. These modular track systems Documentation for
these units was minimal, but is included here. If you are upgrading to Big Boy from Challenger,
you Basic tools for soldering: a soldering iron, solder, wire cutters, wire strippers, tweezers,
heat sinks, etc. This photo does not show an example of desoldering braid which is useful for
touch ups and removing mistakes. If you are building a model railroad, you will need to learn to
solder. This skill is used for attaching track feeds to the rails to provide power to the layout, for
installing decoders in locomotives, for building locomotives and signals and much more.

Manufacturers minimize the need to solder where ever possible by using screw connectors,
board repalcement decoders and plugs for installing decoders. Based upon a layout designed
by the late, great John Armstrong which appears in the classic book, Trackplans for Model
Railroads [Kalmbach Publishing, , still in print], this railroad combines different elements to
offer varied model railroad operations. At the center right of the railroad is the Union Passenger
Station. Another passenger train can operate point to point, meaning This will turn track power
off and will cause all locos to stop. If Engine "B" is operating on the main line when Engine "A"
enters the main line from the auto reverse loop, will Engine "B" change direction or will Engine
"B" continue its journey? With DCC, the reversing of locomotive direction takes place within the
locomotive, and only when it is commanded to do so. When Engine "A" transits the reversing
section and returns to the mainline, any "change" will have been to coordinate the track polarity
of the DCC track current present on I have just purchased a Walthers 90' turntable that is DCC
ready [sic]. How do I connect this? It appears to have a LocoNet connector. Any help would be
great. Walthers manufactures two different turntables in H0; the is an automated turntable with
full track indexing. What appears to be a LocoNet connector is actually the connector for the
turntable's proprietary controller. Full documentation for this turntable is available at the
Walthers web site. The braking district described here uses Super Chief and a second booster
to create a braking district. Super Chief is configured by toggling OpSw47 and connecting it to a
second booster that is properly configured. Because Zephyr does not have an available
OpSw47, and because there I am building a layout that will have two completely separated track
plans; not connected with each other by any track. I am running one layout with a Super Chief
that has one AR1 reversing controller. I would like to run the second layout with the same
throttle. It will have a reversing loop, as well as a turntable. My questions is, will I have any
problems with the reversing loops, especially if one on each layout is triggered at nearly The
"slp" message on the DCS50 means that the unit thinks it is temporarily in sleep mode. You may
initially try to exit Sleep Mode by cycling the "Exit" key on the DCS50, or powering down and
repowering the unit. If this problem continues, you must check your LocoNet for a shorted
connection. The CLOC, "c" Key is used to toggle between displaying and not displaying the
current fast clock time. It is also used to issue c closed commands when the throttle is in
Switch mode. It is also used to issue t thrown commands when the throttle is in Switch mode.
The PWR Key is used to enter power mode for turning layout power on and off. The PWR Key is
also used to turn on and off the flashlight feature. Once this key is pressed, you will be
prompted to select a switch address and issue a thrown or closed command. Switch control
mode is used in normal operation for operating turnout machines and in set up mode for setting
up option switches in the throttle and command station. The DT display LCD includes a small
star shaped dot which indicates the status of the track power. Is there a difference in voltage,
packets, protocol between the two? Programming Track Broadcast programming, also called
service mode programming, uses a programming track. One major advantage to a programming
track is that many systems can read-back the Configuration Variables CV's that are in The track
power indicator on your DT shows whether track power is on or off. If the track power indicator
is lit then track power is on. There is also a Track Power indicator on your command station.
Press the PWR Key2. What are the power requirements of a SE8C? Any power supply that can
provide volts either AC or DC with a minimum current rating of ma is all that is necessary to
power a single SE8c. Digitrax recommends the PS14 for powering the SE8c. The edge The
tuneable trip current TTC adjustment allows you to set the current at which the reversing
section reverses when the train crosses the gap into the section. This allows you to improve the
operation of your reversing sections. The tuneable trip current is adjustable from. Turning the
TTC screw clockwise increases the current trip point and turning the TTC screw
counterclockwise decreases the current trip point. The total adjustment is approximately one
half revolution of the TTC adjustment screw. The AR1 is usually located close to the point where
the gaps are cut for the reversing loop. The length of the reversing loop is determined by the
maximum length of the train that will use the loop. Turn off track power. Rail A connects to
terminal 5 and Rail B connects to terminal 4. Note: terminal This procedure is best done after
installation of the decoder to the turnout. The process is "blind", so it is easier to program this
decoder after installation because you can then test the operation of the turnout with its new
address. The DS51K1 can be installed into the base of the turnout or attached to the bottom of
the layout near the turnout. Turn off track power and temporarily connect the yellow
programming wire from the DS51K1 to the same rail as the black wire. Turn on track power.
Using your throttle, select the address you want to program into Kato manufactures both a 4
and 6 turnout; one DS51K1 will control one Kato turnout solenoid. In cases where there are two
turnouts in a crossover track arrangement, you must use two DS51K1s, each assigned to the
same address. Installation of the four decoder wires requires soldering skills. And, just to make

things interesting, Kato uses the colors of black and red for their turnout control wires, while
Digitrax uses black and red for the power and data bus. You will make four connections, two
connected to the turnout motor and two For some reason it is not possible to successfully
operate Fulgurex point motors with a DS Tortoise work fine. We have determined that the
Fulgurex motor draws too much current for the DS Published sources describe the Fulgurex
motor as needing Ma for operation, which is well beyond the capacity of the DS When the DS64
tries to operate Fulgurex motor, the excess current draw appears to be a short circuit and the
DS64 shuts down to protect itself. The Tortoise, while also a slow motion point motor, is "on" all
the time since it is a stall-type motor. These buttons can be mounted near a particular turnout
on the layout fascia or on a local track diagram. In this way, train crews can operate a turnout
with a push of the button. Here, a momentary button is connected to operate Turnout Can all of
these be connected to the same 12 volt power supply? It is important that each LNRP has its
own power supply. I have my Kato Switches hooked up to a standard switch panel with toggle
momentary switches. Can I hook up the DS51K1 stationary decoder in addition to this wiring? In
other words, if hooked up the DS51K1 to the Kato Switch Machine that was already wired to
another source to throw the switch, would the momentary power damage the decoder when it is
operated by the standard control panel? I would like to operate these switches via DCC and by
the control panel. In this situation, it would appear that using a DS64 configured for Kato
turnouts solenoid turnouts and Problems occurring on most auto reversing sections are a
result of improper wiring or gapping. Digitrax auto reversing units such as the PM42 or AR1
require a "hard" short which means there must be good current flow to both sides of the gaps,
on the reversing section side and on the "normal" side. It is poor practice to put the gaps
immediately behind a switch turnout in Select the Switch Address that corresponds to the Top
Address of the route you want to run. Issue a Closed or Thrown command depending on which
you set up in the route table. Note that if you are using an actual switch address as your top
address and you send the opposite closed or thrown command from that set up in the route;
you will operate that switch address only and not the route. You are now ready to set up a
Route. This lets the DS64 know which of the 8 available routes you are setting up. This is NOT
the When you program the DS64, you must program all four outputs, even if they are not
connected to anything. A "Virtual" top address can be used to avoid conflicts with actual
turnout addresses and other routes. To create a virtual top address use a switch address for
your top address that is not used to operate an actual turnout on the layout. Since DS64 routes
Route tables hold the Switch Address and position information that make up the Route that
operates when a single command is issued. The DCS Super Chief can store up to 32 individual
routes that consist of a "Top" address and 7 additional turnout addresses and their positions.
The DS64 has a route table that can hold up to 8 individual routes that consist of a "Top"
address and 7 additional turnout addresses and their positions. Closed for static output mode
to operate slow motion stall motor type turnouts such as Tortoise or Switchmaster. Begin with
your DS64 powered up. Turnouts can be either connected or not. This indicates that the DS64 is
ready to change the option switches. Using your DCC throttle, select the Switch Address that
corresponds to the OpSw number and send the Closed or Thrown command corresponding to
the setting you have chosen. Refer to You will need to set the DS64's board ID if you are
planning to use the DS64's 8 inputs with a computer, system throttle, or other smart device on
your layout that needs to know when a turnout has been manually thrown or closed via a
particular DS You can use the 8 inputs on the DS64 to control the operation of the 4 outputs that
control your turnouts. For example, you can If you have more than four turnouts, you will need
to program the addresses. The DS64 is shipped from the factory with these outputs
programmed as Switch Addresses 01, 02, 03, and 04 respectively. You can set the Switch
Address of each of these four Outputs to any value from 01 - For example, you can run 2
Tortoise or Switchmaster machines on a single DS64 output. See Knowledge Base article. Only
one type of turnout motor can be used on any particular DS If you have both slow motion and
solenoid controlled turnouts on your railroad, different DS64s must be used for each type of
turnout. Once you have set up the DS64 to operate the type of turnouts you will use, the next
step is to hook up the turnouts to the outputs of the DS Each type of turnout machine has
specific requirements for wiring. Note: Multiple turnout machines can be operated on a single
DS64 output. Up to 4 Kato At the factory, your DS64 was set to control solenoid type turnout
machines that use a single pulse output for operation. No turnouts should be connected to the
DS64 at this time. To set up your DS64 to operate stall motor type turnouts DS64 can be used as
a LocoNet device. Either can be used to connect to LocoNet, with the other being used to
connect to other LocoNet devices. There are three different ways to power the DS The PS14
power supply can be used with Auxiliary or the rear modular power connector. The DS64
requires mA for proper operation. Only one DS64 can be powered per PS How can I remotely

monitor the input and output status of a section of the PM42 that is configured to act as a circuit
breaker at a remote location? The contacts of this relay act in a similar fashion as the contacts
of a DPDT toggle switch. These inputs and outputs can be monitored in a variety of ways. Three
common monitoring devices are a LED with appropriate resistor , a lamp of the appropriate
voltage , or an optical coupler with appropriate resistor. The following LocoNet typically
supports a total cable length of up to 2, feet with no two devices connected by more than feet of
cable. LocoNet wiring is totally free-form. We do not recommend looping LocoNet back on itself.
Making your own LocoNet Cables is simple and cost effective. LocoNet wiring consists of
readily available wire and connectors. LocoNet uses flat 6 conductor wire and 6-pin RJ12
connectors. This kind of wiring is typically used for telephone wiring. Most Digitrax dealers can
make up LocoNet cables for you. If you plan on wiring a large layout, you may want to invest in
You will need to change Option Switch 02 to c Closed on the second and any additional DCS50s
you might choose to add to the layout as well. The diagram below shows you how to do this.
The most common use of switch mode is for operating turnouts track switches. To change the
position of a turnout:This note assumes that you have already installed and programmed
turnouts and turnout decoders on your layout. Each turnout is connected to a stationary
decoder that controls the operation of that turnout. There are several different stationary
decoders for this purpose such as DS64 and others. The last switch address selected by Set the
voltage setting on the PS to The "Y" cable provided with the PS has an embedded 5 amp current
protection. The "Y" cable is not suitable for use with the DCS since it has an 8 amp. When
powering your layout, make sure that all polarities and When DCC locos enter a brake section
with braking on, they will receive braking commands from the command station instead of
normal DCC operating commands. DCC locos in this braking section will come to a stop. This is
useful if you want to have trains stop at stations around the layout Yes, from the standpoint of
putting more than 8 Amps of power into an 8 Amp Chief is not going to make a difference since
only 8 Amps is going to come out. Less than 8 amps in is only going to result in that same
amount roughly out; thus, a 5 Amp power supply will only yield 5 Amps out, even though the
system is rated at 8 Amps. This means that you will be able to program decoders using one set
of DCC outputs while the layout is running on the other set of DCC outputs. NOTE: The
programming track is powered for programming only and cannot run locomotives. You will have
to manually move your locomotive on to the track Using this mode, the command station
broadcasts programming information to all decoders on the program track. Because these are a
broadcast modes, we must isolate the decoder we want to program from the others on the
layout by using a separate programming track that is connected to the command station for
programming but not powered for operation of the locomotive. This mode works with all DCC
decoders. This is the most commonly On Page 9 of the instructions under 5. We took another
look at the documentation and it means that the PM42 should be operating with its own power
supply. What you are doing is using the DT to program the internal controls of the PM42; to do
so would require that the PM42 be in its operating state, thus the power supply. The DT is
merely Digitrax strongly encourages you to use our power supplies to insure satisfactory It has
NO command station capability. This booster was designed for adding power to layouts that run
lots of locos and for large-scale layouts where power requirements are heavy. Internally the
booster is the same. This kind of cable can causes problems due to capacitive load. The issues
were resolved when the cables were replaced. Nothing is respondingIf there are NO LEDs lit on
the front panel of the Command Station or Booster: Check the power supply to the unit to make
sure that it has not been knocked loose in the power socket and that the socket is powered.
Check the connections from the power supply to Track A and Track B connections on the front
of the unit Setting up and operating routes is similar to consisting locomotives because you can
cause more than one unit to operate based on a single command sent to the system. To operate
a route, use Sw Switch mode to select the TOP turnout address in the route and move it to
either closed or The PL10 has four wires to be attached. My question is: Do I need to attach all
four wires or just one set of wires? The PL is a coil-type switch machine with double solenoids.
One solenoid is activated to make the track switch throw in one direction, and the other is
activated to throw it in the other direction. All four connections are required, with one for each
solenoid being common and the other two being for the individual coils. Is it an RailSync
Booster, too? There is no description in the PDF-File about this attribute. A The LNRP boosts
and separates the Railsync "Standard" outputs from the master command station "Protected"
Railsync , so if there is a problem with this separated "Standard" Railsync copy, the master
Command Station is unaffected along with other devices like track boosters that need good
Railsync copies. This boosted Railsync is also over-current protected and the LNRP will turn off
an overloaded "Standard" Railsync and automatically retry re-powering, so when the fault
clears the "Standard" Installation: Figure 1 shows the general arrangement for connecting one

or more LNRP's to configure a LocoNet based system for operation. Note that the shaded cable
connections are made from the protected network side connections of the LNRP units to the
components that are on the "protected" or high reliability part of the System. The other solid
cable connections are the Since the DCS51 Zephyr Xtra and DCS50 Zephyr are equipped with
LocoNet, adding additional boosters is easy; you simply divide your railroad up into power
districts and add the boosters and their individual power supplies. These are connected
together using LocoNet cables. Because the Zephyr Xtra is rated at 3 amps and the Zephyr is
rated at 2. These settings will accommodate most layouts, though there may be circumstances
when a higher threshold is desired, for example, in a high moisture environment or with G scale
operations outside. To raise the threshold even further resistors can be added into the wiring
between The slow motion connection was originally intended to be used with single slow
motion drives for semaphores, part of the overall design of the SE8C signal driver. Track
voltage on DC analog layouts can be measured from rail to rail. However, with DCC layouts that
use direct home wiring as recommended by Digitrax, this method of measurement does not
work with most voltmeters. Track voltage output from the booster to the rail on DCC layouts
with direct home wiring can be measured as follows We have become aware of another product
of a similar name that may cause our customers some confusion. Circuitron makes an
automatic reversing unit called the AR-1 that is used for automatic reversing of analog powered
trains. The Digitrax AR1 is not the same device and does not work in the same way. Adding
duplex radio, infrared or simplex radio to your existing Digitrax system is simple because of
LocoNet. All of these are "InfraReady. Most layouts require multiple UR90s because the infrared
signal is line of sight. This means that your receiver will need a sight path to the throttles.
Simplex RadioDigitrax throttles with an "R" at the end of the part number are simplex radio How
many more you'll need depends on how many of these "impediments" are in your layout room.
This Infrared signal should be considered to be line-of-sight, but the IR signal does reflect off of
other objects, thus the concern It should be wired with the AR1 between the power source and
the BD4. All four detection sections of the BD4 will have to be inside the reverse loop. I still
don't understand the bus stuff. Wires come from the command or booster and run under the
track layout and have feeders coming off. I understand these feeders connect to the track.
Where do you connect the wires coming from the power source? The power connection for the
command station and boosters is directly between the power supply and these units. It is not
connected to the track! Will one booster handle all track in that 50 foot area, i. This is a
conservative recommendation. You should consider how much power will be consumed in a
district when locating boosters around the layout. If your power district is a single track railroad
stretching over hundreds of feet of linear distance, boosters should be placed at I turned on the
system and checked the track voltage with a Tony Trains RRamp meter, the mainline read The
programing track did not read anything. I then checked the two wires coming from the DCS and
they did not have any readable signal. So, you would not What about other DCC systems? I
have multiple reversing districts, do I have to buy a separate booster for each one? In this case,
the booster will detect a short and shut down unless the polarities just happen to be matched
up in which case you won't see a problem. We recommend that you use the AR1
Auto-Reversing unit or the auto-reversing capability of the You will have to run LocoNet,
instrument your layout and install TL1 or TF4 or transponding decoders in your locomotives.
LocoNet will run independently of your existing non-LocoNet system. I understand that LocoNet
is used for transponding "feedback. LocoNet is a true network with future expandability built in.
Part of that future is here now with transponding. LocoNet was engineered from the very
beginning with things like this in mind. If you are already using Digitrax LocoNet, you will not
have to add a "feedback bus" since this is already incorporated into LocoNet's design! If you
are using transponding with a LocoNet is Digitrax's method of communication between LocoNet
compatible devices on a model railroad layout. LocoNet is a peer-to-peer Ethernet type multiple
access network. Because of its design architecture, it is very robust and powerful. Layout
implementation is simple and wiring is free form with minimal limits. LocoNet is designed to run
an unshielded 6 conductor ribbon cable. Digitrax recommends using flat, six-conductor
telephone wire What is Sw Switch Mode? Switch mode is used by throttles for sending
commands to accessory decoders and for changing option switches in your LocoNet system.
The most common use of switch mode is for operating turnouts. Switches are either thrown or
closed. To change the position of a switch or turnout: 1. Press the SWCH key to enter switch
mode. Loco speed is displayed on the bar graph and loco direction is displayed on the direction
indicators for each LocoNet's "ethernet like" architecture seems interesting and more advanced
than the systems used by other DCC manufacturers. But, at the numbers we are talking about a
few controllers and perhaps decoders , does it really make a difference? If your system
operates with a few throttles and other devices attached any of the commercially available

systems will work today. But what about tomorrow? Also, the LBA access change at Mb also
once seemed unthinkable!! The network structure of LocoNet is very important Simply try the
task again. Check to be sure the loco's wheels are making good contact with the programming
track. Make sure that the decoder is properly installed in the locomotive. Make sure the
connections to the programming track are secure. Make sure the programming track is
powered. The PM42 can be used as a stand alone Auto reversing unit and Short Circuit Manager
with many other non-Digitrax systems, but for systems without LocoNet capability a number of
networked management features will not be available. For example, the PM42 sends out
real-time, event driven non-polled information to the LocoNet about fault problems and
resolution, auto reverse actions and also identifies the affected sub-districts. Any system that is
configured this way will work with the PM42 with no interoperability issues. For example, CVP
uses interoperable booster connections. The PM42 can be used with a DC system if it is hooked
up in the negative ground return path, or even a Marklin AC digital trinary booster. Digitrax has
no control or knowledge of each specific non-Digitrax system and how it may interact with the
PM My PM42s seem to correctly trip on track shorts and auto-reverse reliably, but the power
briefly drops out during these events, and when the PM42s attempt a fault recovery into a
persistent short circuit, why is this? No power on earth can stop the track voltage of the booster
from collapsing to a low value when a true short circuit is present. Actual track voltage seen
depends on: the loop resistance of the short circuit, the current capacity of the booster and
power supply and whether the Booster employs "smart" fault detection and recovery along The
PM42's trip current threshold can be set at a value from 1. Always use the lowest possible
setting, consistent with good operation and reliable short circuit detection and recovery. Higher
current settings are not "better. This is because some boosters cannot supply enough current
with the track feeder resistance to reliably allow If you are experiencing this behavior then you
need to add one or more PS14s to provide enought power for the DS64s you have connected.
Our recommendation of one Any system that is configured this way will probably work with the
PM42 with no interoperability issues. The PM42 can be used as a stand-alone auto-reversing
unit and short circuit manager with many third party DCC systems, but for systems without
LocoNet capability a number of the networked management features will not be available. The
following diagram displays both methods: a The first method left , is where one section of a
PM42 configured for circuit breaker operation feeds one or more AR1s automatic reversing
section controller , or b The second method In the field, this configuration has been found to be
unreliable in some layout configurations. If you are having problems getting this to work in your
setting, we recommend using an AR1 to handle the automatic reversing secion. Q: What is the
basic configuration and OpSw settings for a section of the PM42 when configured for circuit
breaker control? The power flow of a layout's command control system starts with the
command station, or When configured as an auto-reverse section controller, the PM42 adjusts
the rail phasing of the reversing section it controls whenever a locomotive, or car with metal
wheels, bridges the gaps between the rails of that reverse section and an adjacent
non-reversing section Q: What's a "Bushby bit"? A: In your command station, OpSw27 can be
toggled to disable normal switch commands, a. Under normal conditions, advanced throttles
can be used to operate turnouts which are controlled by LocoNet-connected stationary
decoders. The factory default setting for OpSw27 is "t". Toggling OpSw27 to "c" takes this
control away from the individual throttles and gives it to a controlling computer. Such an
application would be a railroad with CTC control, where the train movements are directed by
Should we use the SE8C to control our slow motion switch machines, or should we use your
DS64s for that function? How you plan to use them on your layout will help you decide which is
better in your situation. Here are some things to consider in making your decision:The SE8C
will drive 8 slow-motion switch machines while the DS64 will drive four. If you have a large
number of switch machines in a specific area, the SE8C might be a better choice, since the
Follow the steps outlined below to program the OpSw settings of the PM42 using the DT series
throttle with any Digitrax command system. Note: Before entering Switch Mode The only
prohibited configuration for LocoNet is the ring. LocoNet should never be looped back on itself.
The Star Topology is where all devices are connected to a central hub by individual legs. The
Bus Daisy Chain Topology is where all devices are connected to Can the AR1 or PM42 be used
to power the track of a turntable? This track section would be electrically isolated from the
surrounding tracks which would all be powered from the same booster. A good number of our
customers use either the AR1 or one node of a PM42 to handle turntable powering issues.
Regulated power supply delivers more power with less heat for more efficient booster
operation. Operates up to 4 Five amp boosters. Scale selectable for use with N, HO or large
scale. DC Ammeter. Integral cooling fan. Design coordinated for use with Digitrax products. For
example if you intend to use the PS to drive a 5 and an 8 amp booster, you must input fuse

these devices for Is there any benefit to doing so? The design of LocoNet allows branching in
different directions, but LocoNet must not be set up as a loop or ring topology. The BD4 is a
block occupancy detection device designed as an add-on device that can take advantage of the
LocoNet hosting capability of the SE8c signal decoder. It is connected this way: The installation
of a BD4 is relatively simple. There are three termination areas: a The 5-point terminal block left
is for the interconnection between the rail power source and the rails. The DCS, , and DB use
several beeps and clicks that can be used as diagnostic tools that will help you debug a number
of error conditions. This is informational only and is normal. Fault Alarm. When two command
stations are operating on the same system, you may experience unexpected results. You will
need detection devices to identify the presence of trains, a computer interface such as the PR3,
a computer program supplying the signaling logic and the SE8c driving the signal heads
themselves. Each booster is wired to it's own track power section and there is no electrical
connection between boosters. This means that each power district is double gapped and is
connected to it's own booster. The boosters are in turn connected via LocoNet to the command
station providing one source of commands for the entire layout. Digitrax recommends using
only Direct Home Wiring for all Digitrax layouts. This means that one rail Join The Digitrax User
Group. Become Our Fan On Facebook! Follow Us On Twitter! Digitrax, Inc. Search the Tech
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